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Assessment Goals

• Assess the status of CCS at ANR.

• Highlight science opportunities. 

• Highlight engagement opportunities.

• Provide roadmap for increasing ANR capacity for CCS. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ve seen some examples that differ quite a bit – our assessment is about understanding that in a systematic way. What are the many different ways that people – volunteers, communities, clientele communities, etc – are participating in ANR research?Assess the status of CCS at ANR. How are communities and individual members of the public participating in ANR research?Highlight science opportunities. How can CCS can provide useful, quality data, and expand the geographic/temporal scope of ANR research?Highlight engagement opportunities. How can ANR expand and improve community engagement through CCS?Provide roadmap for increasing ANR capacity for CCS. Communicate to ANR scientists the potential value of CCS approaches in their work. Provide advice and framework for increasing ANR capacity for CCS.



Please take our survey!

ucanr.edu/CCSciSurvey
Phone-friendly – takes only 3 minutes!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, with that in mind, we hope that all of you in the audience will please take this survey, and help get the word to others at ANR! I’ve been conducting interviews with strategic initiative leaders, and others at ANR who have a broad view of different topical areas. The survey will help to fill out our growing list of examples of citizen science and community science underway at ANR, and help us understand different perceptions and experiences of folks across ANR.

http://ucanr.edu/ccscisurvey


Citizen and Community Science at ANR

Diverse in many ways
• Youth to retirees, socio-economically diverse
• General public to specialized groups/knowledges/skills
• Tight-knit communities to distributed online networks.
• High-tech and low-tech
• Single event, to ongoing
• Many different uses of the data.

• Early warning, inform decision-making, improve practices, improve 
modeling, etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
at this point I am reporting to you some preliminary things I have learned from interviews and other background research. More analysis and data are needed!What we’re learning so far… - it’s happening, and in many different ways, across many different disciplines and problem areas.



Citizen and Community Science at ANR

Many different roles for ANR personnel, programs
• Novel projects and platforms
• Becoming a hub for larger, ongoing projects
• Catalyzing and supporting CCS led by others

• Developing standards, structures, training, etc.
• Creating networks that facilitate citizen science

Missing so far:
• High-intensity training; online crowdsourcing of data processing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And by ANR personnel – I mean not just employees, but volunteers, and other partners - creating and managing a new thing, like coyote cacher,  - national phenology network, cornell’s eBird – National and International - calNat has created a structure that causes citizen science to happen, in all sorts of ways, all over the state.  - I’ll talk more about networks in a second, but one thing that ANR people are doing is building capacity for citizen science, sometimes explicitly, sometimes not.Some gaps so far:Online crowd-sourcing of data processing – e.g. ZooniverseWe have found programs that involve training volunteers, and repeated interactions with scientists, but not to the degree that some programs do (e.g. COASST, Reef Check CA)



Sampling of ANR CCS projects

• Fishes of the LA River
• Coyote Cacher
• Invasive Shot Hole Borer 

(MGs)
• Water Quality (MGs, other)
• California Naturalist (various)
• Soil and wildfires
• Bird Diversity (4H)

• On-farm demonstration 
network

• Wolves and livestock
• YPAR -- Biosecurity 

monitoring with (4H)
• YPAR – nutrition in schools
• YPAR – (4H)
• Rural broadband
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not a complete list, but it gives you a sense of the breadth. Not all of these projects started out explicitly as citizen science projects.Note that some of these are taking advantage of existing networks – master gardeners, 4H.Some of them have established their own networks (CalNat, On-farm demonstration network)



Strengths

• Relationships that cross social boundaries.

• Networks – formal and informal
• (4H, CalNat, Master Gardeners, On-Farm Demonstration Network…)

• ANR research often locally-focused, driven by problems of concern to 
communities, stakeholders, clientele.

• Wide range of technical sophistication in ANR work – many kinds of 
roles to play, and knowledges to contribute.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a culture at ANR focused on creating and maintaining relationships that cross social boundaries – it’s explicit in the idea of extension, and in a lot of cases it’s just necessary to do ANR research, even if that research is not CCS. The statewide focus of this organization creates an imperative for networks – you can’t work everywhere at once, so people are finding ways to collaborate over distance, and link activities across time and space. This provides fertile ground for CCSANR research touches motivated communities. People want to be engaged, in many cases, and ANR researchers are finding outlets for that energy.From simply learning how to observe the presence or absence of something, to bringing in sophisticated knowledge of a phenomenon, place, or practice, there’s a huge range of ways that people can participate usefully.



Challenges and Needs -- Practical
• Meeting demand: initiating and scaling up requires time and 

resources, new skillsets

• Sustaining interest, training, supporting and managing volunteers

• Reaching and empowering new communities – especially non-
dominant communities.

• Understanding impact on multiple dimensions (knowledge, decision-
making, science literacy, environmental/economic outcomes)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some people talk about the difficulty of translating success at one level into a larger-scale initiative. There’s a flip side of course, which is retaining volunteers, and keeping them engaged and happy. That’s part of a broader skillset related to volunteer management, which might be a challenge for any researcher.And understanding what this has meant for ANR, for California, and for communities.



Challenges and Needs – Institutional/Cultural
• Resources to support CCS at ANR (training, guidance, 

technology)

• Perceived practical divide between research and extension

• Legitimacy and credibility

• Blurry lines between advising and collaborating, between being 
a research subject and a citizen scientist.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to institutional challenges, frankly, there is so far very little to report. The ANR culture, as I said, is already strongly oriented toward engagement, relative to other research institutions, especially academic ones. - some did point toward a lack of attention to the skillsets associated with citizen science, and the capacities needed to do this work. - I also heard a couple times that some perceive extnension as a communication exercise that is fairly separate from the research process. - negative perceptions of legitimacy and credibility of CCS – this was certainly not prevalent, but it did come up.



Looking ahead…
• What kinds of formal recognition could support and expand the reach of 

ANR citizen and community science?

• What kinds of training, professional development, and capacity could 
support ANR researchers in doing this kind of work?

• Programs for tapping into networks and other infrastructure.

• Public awareness: Can volunteers find projects? Do participants know 
how the data are being used?

• What’s the role of ANR in providing access, and supporting participation?
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Please take our survey!

ucanr.edu/CCSciSurvey
Ryan Meyer 
rmmeyer@ucdavis.edu
http://education.ucdavis.edu/ccs
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